How to Continue Instruction When You Cannot Meet in Person

Introduction
This toolkit's purpose is to assist CCCS college instructors and staff while they support students to achieve essential course learning outcomes and course requirements while keeping students and instructors engaged with their Colleges during the COVID-19 disruption. In this toolkit, you will find remote and online instructional resources and guides, and contact information for CCCOnline technical assistance, instructional design assistance, and consulting. Whether you are navigating remote or online instruction for the first time or are a seasoned online instructor, this toolkit has resources for you.

Choosing a Modality

For information on distance learning and insights on how to choose the right modality for your course, go to the Choosing a Modality page.

Share Your Great Work

Do you have an exemplar online course or remote instructional strategy you’d like to share? Let us know and we will showcase it for you on the Exemplars and Best Practices page.
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